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 printer. the ink cartridge won't print but it says ink level full and the ink levels drop in half every hour and reset. it works fine
for a few hours and then i start again and it resets. i know i have to use a new cartridge but the printer doesn't work until i do so
can any one help me please I have a 2 and a half year old Epson C2450 Color Printer and my 1st ink cartridge has not been used
in over a month. I had it refilled a few months back and i use a different color cartridge than the original. The printer works fine
as long as i use the ink cartridge i bought and i was going to use the original cartridge. I left it at home with my kids and when i
went to go get it, it said it was empty.I have no idea how to get the original ink cartridge to work.It was refilled some time ago

and the ink levels are showing half but it still prints, just won't use the black ink on my pages. The new cartridge i use is red and
is an all purpose cartridge for black and other colors. Is there anyway i can fix this? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Answer:New Color Cartridge in Fax Inkjet Printer I can't help with the printer itself, but can give you some assistance with

refilling the cartridge. I hope this helps.\015\012\015\012If you are using a red cartridge refill, your printer should be able to tell
you the percentage full of ink it is using. You can then load the cartridge with the full amount. If the cartridge is empty, it is not
going to use the ink, so don't try to. The printer will either tell you when it is full or have the option to not use the cartridge again
until it is refilled. If you use the printer's software, it will display this information. When I use the black cartridge in my Mf2120
that came with my desktop, the ink lasts for 2-4 days, or about 25 pages, on average. When I change it to a refillable cartridge, it

prints for two days, or about 50 pages. I think my Mf2120 will last another 25-30 pages before it will need to be re-
inked.GL_EXT_texture_sRGB_decode 82157476af
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